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Installing a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate on your WordPress site enables it to use HTTPS to ensure secure connections. Unfortunately, there are a variety of things that can go wrong in the process of confirming a valid SSL certificate and making a connection between your site’s server and a visitor’s browser. If you’ve encountered an “SSL
Handshake Failed” error message and are confused as to what it means, you’re not alone. It’s a common error that doesn’t tell you much on its own. While this can be a frustrating experience, the good news is that there are simple steps you can take to resolve the issue. In this post, we’ll explain what the SSL Handshake Failed error is and what
causes it. Then we’ll provide you with several methods you can use to fix it. Let’s get started! Before we dig deeper into what causes a TLS or SSL handshake failure, it’s helpful to understand what the TLS/SSL handshake is. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) are protocols used to authenticate data transfers between
servers and external systems such as browsers. SSL certificates are needed in order to secure your website using HTTPS. We won’t get too in-depth about the difference between TLS vs SSL since it’s a minor one. The terms are often used interchangeably, so for simplicity’s sake, we’ll use “SSL” to refer to both. With that out of the way, an SSL
handshake is the first step in the process of establishing an HTTPS connection. To authenticate and establish the connection, the user’s browser and the website’s server must go through a series of checks (the handshake), which establish the HTTPS connection parameters. Let us explain: the client (typically the browser) sends a request for a secure
connection to the server. After the request is sent, the server sends a public key to your computer and checks that key against a list of certificates. The computer then generates a key and encrypts it, using the public key sent from the server. To make a long story short, without the SSL handshake, a secure connection won’t be made. This can pose a
significant security risk. Plus, there are a lot of moving parts involved in the process. That means there are many different opportunities for something to go wrong and cause a handshake failure, or even lead to the “your connection is not private” error, causing visitors to leave. Understanding What Causes SSL Handshake Failures An SSL Handshake
Failure or Error 525 means that the server and browser were unable to establish a secure connection. This can happen for a variety of reasons. Generally, an Error 525 means that the SSL handshake between a domain using Cloudflare and the origin web server failed: However, it’s also important to understand that SSL errors can happen on the
client-side or the server-side. Common causes of SSL errors on the client-side include: The wrong date or time on the client device. An error with the browser configuration. A connection that is being intercepted by a third party. Some server-side causes include: A cipher suite mismatch. A protocol used by the client that isn’t supported by the server.
A certificate that is incomplete, invalid, or expired. Typically, if the SSL handshake fails, the issue can be attributed to something wrong with the website or server and their SSL configurations. How to Fix the SSL Handshake Failed Error (5 Methods) There are several potential causes behind the “SSL Handshake Failed” error. So there’s no simple
answer when it comes to how you should fix it. Fortunately, there are a handful of methods you can use to begin exploring potential issues and resolving them one by one. Let’s take a look at five strategies you can use to try and fix the SSL Handshake Failed error. Let’s start with one of the more unlikely causes, but one that is incredibly easy to
correct if it is the problem: your computer’s clock. If your system is using the wrong date and time, that may interrupt the SSL handshake. When the system clock is different than the actual time, for example, if it’s set too far into the future, it can interfere with the SSL certificate verification. Your computer’s clock might have been set incorrectly due
to human error or simply due to a glitch in your settings. Whatever the reason, it’s a good idea to check and make sure your system time is correct, and update it if it’s not. Of course, if your clock is showing the correct information, it’s safe to assume that this isn’t the source of the “SSL Handshake Failed” issue. 2. Check to See If Your SSL Certificate
Is Valid Expiration dates are placed on SSL certificates, to help make sure their validation information remains accurate. Generally, the validity of these certificates lasts for anywhere between six months and two years. If an SSL certificate is revoked or expired, the browser will detect this and be unable to complete the SSL handshake. If it’s been
more than a year or so since you installed an SSL certificate on your website, it might be time to reissue it. To view the status of your SSL certificate, you can use an SSL certificate checker tool such as the one offered by Qualys: The SSL Server Test tool on the Qualys website This tool is both reliable and free to use. All you need to do is input your
domain name into the Hostname field, and then click on Submit. Once the checker is done analyzing your site’s SSL configuration, it will present you with some results: Sign Up For the Newsletter Join 20,000+ others who get our weekly newsletter with insider WordPress tips! Subscribe Now The results page of the Qualys SSL checker tool On this
page, you can find out if your certificate is still valid and see if it has been revoked for any reason. In either case, updating your SSL certificate should resolve the handshake error (and is vital for keeping your site and your WooCommerce store secure). 3. Configure Your Browser for the Latest SSL/TLS Protocol Support Sometimes the best way to
determine the root cause of an issue is by process of elimination. As we mentioned earlier, the SSL handshake failure can often occur due to a browser misconfiguration. The quickest way to determine whether a particular browser is the problem is to try switching to a different one. This can at least help narrow down the problem. You may also try
disabling any plugins and resetting your browser back to its default settings. Another potential browser-related issue is a protocol mismatch. For example, if the server only supports TLS 1.2, but the browser is only configured for TLS 1.0 or TLS 1.1, there’s no mutually-supported protocol available. This will inevitably lead to an SSL handshake failure.
How you can check to see if this problem is occurring varies based on the browser you’re using. As an example, we’ll look at how the process works in Chrome. First, open your browser and go to Settings > Advanced. This will expand a number of menu options. Under the System section, click on Open your computer’s proxy settings: The system
settings page in Google Chrome This will open up a new window. Next, select the Advanced tab. Under the Security section, check to see if the box next to Use TLS 1.2 is selected. If not, check that option: The Internet Properties advanced settings in Windows It’s also recommended that you uncheck the boxes for SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0. The same
applies to TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1 since they are being phased out. When you’re done, click on the OK button, and check to see if the handshake error has been resolved. Note that if you’re using Apple Safari or Mac OS there isn’t an option to enable or disable SSL protocols. TLS 1.2 is automatically enabled by default. If you’re using Linux, you can refer
to the Red Hat guide on TLS hardening. 4. Verify That Your Server Is Properly Configured to Support SNI It’s also possible that the SSL handshake failure is being caused by improper Server Name Indication (SNI) configuration. The SNI is what enables a web server to securely host several TLS certificates for one IP address. Each website on a
server has its own certificate. However, if the server isn’t SNI-enabled, that can result in an SSL handshake failure, because the server may not know which certificate to present. There are a few ways to check and see whether a site requires SNI. One option is to use Qualys’ SSL Server Test, which we discussed in the previous section. Input your
site’s domain name, and then click on the Submit button. On the results page, look for a message that reads “This site works only in browsers with SNI support”: The summary results page of the Qualys SSL checker tool Another approach for detecting if a server is using SNI is to browse the server names in the ‘ClientHello’ message. This is a more
technical process, but it can offer a lot of information. It involves checking the extended hello header for a ‘server_name’ field, to see if the correct certifications are presented. If you’re familiar with using tools such as the OpenSSL toolkit and Wireshark, you might find this method preferable. You can use openssl s_client with and without the servername option: # without SNI $ openssl s_client -connect host:port # use SNI $ openssl s_client -connect host:port -servername host If you get two different certificates with the same name, it means that the SNI is supported and properly configured. However, if the output in the returned certificates is different, or the call without SNI cannot
establish an SSL connection, it indicates that SNI is required but not correctly configured. Resolving this issue may require switching to a dedicated IP address. 5. Make Sure the Cipher Suites Match If you still haven’t been able to identify the cause of the SSL handshake failure, it might be due to a cipher suite mismatch. In case you’re unfamiliar
with the term, ‘cipher suites’ refer to a set of algorithms, including ones for key exchange, bulk encryption, and message authentication code, that can be used for securing SSL and TLS network connections. If the cipher suites that a server uses don’t support or match what’s used by Cloudflare, that can result in an “SSL Handshake Failed” error.
When it comes to figuring out whether there is a cipher suite mismatch, Qualys’ SSL Server Test proves yet again to be a useful tool. When you input your domain and click on Submit, you’ll see a summary analysis page. You can find the cipher information under the Cipher Suites section: The Cipher Suites section in a Qualys SSL report You can use
this page to discover which ciphers and protocols the server supports. You’ll want to look out for any that display the ‘weak’ status. In addition, this section also details the specific algorithms for the cipher suites. To correct this issue, you can compare the results against what your browser supports by using the Qualys SSL/TLS Capabilities of Your
Browser tool. For more extensive information and guidance about cipher suites, we also recommend checking out the ComodoSSLStore guide. Summary One of the most perplexing yet common types of SSL-related problems is the “SSL Handshake Failed” error. Dealing with this error can be stressful since it has many potential causes, including both
client- and server-side issues. However, there are some reliable solutions you can use to identify the problem and resolve it. Here are five ways you can use to fix the SSL Handshake Failed error: Update your system date and time. Check to see if your SSL certificate is valid (and reissue it if necessary). Configure your browser to support the latest
TLS/SSL versions. Verify that your server is properly configured to support SNI. Make sure the cipher suites match. Save time, costs and maximize site performance with: Instant help from WordPress hosting experts, 24/7. Cloudflare Enterprise integration. Global audience reach with 34 data centers worldwide. Optimization with our built-in
Application Performance Monitoring. All of that and much more, in one plan with no long-term contracts, assisted migrations, and a 30-day-money-back-guarantee. Check out our plans or talk to sales to find the plan that’s right for you.
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